MANCA 2015
LAND CRUISE MARRAKESH TO SAHARA ZAGORA
Travel in Morocco is quite easy. Two days after arriving in Marrakech the “Two Days One Night”
expedition to the Sahara Zagora was arranged at the hotel.
The staff opened the kitchen early for breakfast and at 0700 the mini bus pick up arrived. By 0800 we
were headed South East; the route taking us up and over The High Atlas Mountains then descending
into the Ante Atlas and finally spilling us into the 200k Draa Oasis , finally onto the desert, camels
and dunes near Zagora.
UP THE HIGH ATLAS MOUNTAINS
The combination of cold alpine winter climate and hot blazing summers produces spectacular
landscapes in the High Atlas Mountains. The road tour is breathtaking as the climb up the mountain
follows rivers and razor back ridges with 180 degree switch backs and hairpin bends; enough to make
your hair stand up on the back of your neck. To add to the excitement the driver seemed quite happy
talking on his cell phone while missing petrol trucks and goats on the road. Fortunately the driver
knew the road quite well; making the trek twice a week.
Road from Marrakech (top left)
over the Atlas to Ouarzazate
(centre) and on to Zagora to the
South East (bottom right).

The daunting task of climbing the High Atlas to the Tizi-n-Ticha Pass at 2,260 metres or 7417 feet, is
ahead. It is the highest road pass in Morocco.
Looking South East, after leaving
Marrakech behind, towards the
High Atlas and the incredible
zigzag road to come.

The incredible road up and over
the High Atlas Mountains. On the
right the road follows a razor back
ridge. The Tizni-n-Tichka Pass is
not far off now.

The close-up shows an overloaded
hay truck squeezing around the
tight curves. The road was built by
the French in the 1920’s. Now
some serious improvements are
underway.

DOWN THE ANTE ATLAS MOUNTAINS
After cresting the High Atlas the road winds slowly down the Ante Atlas to the desert. Here you will
see stunning ravines and canyons. In many place the arid climate and the freezing winters have
combined to erode the land and produce wonderful exposed strata. The colour variations make the
scenery truly beautiful.
At high school I had a super Geology teacher. Even with a black and white text book I loved learning
about landscapes. Exploring this mountain and desert geomorphology has rekindled my love of the
land and my interest in geology. The region must be a dreamland for geologists as there are so many
recently, lightly weathered, exposed formations. The mountain passes will take your breath away. To
get the photo you really should not be too close to the low guard rail!

The winter snow and rains have cut a gorge to a much harder
strata and then the erosion has slowed leaving the exposed,
black strata.

Massive deep canyon cut into The
Ante Atlas Mountains.

Red heart shaped caps on eroded
strata.

Beautiful ravines, patterns and
shades of purple, reds and ochre.
A white donkey path follows one
of the tilted contours.

Strata tilted, eroded and now
caressed by the sun to create a
glorious pattern. The High Atlas
Mountains are behind.

Beautiful windblown and river
worn strata with many colours.

FOLLOWING THE DRAA VALLEY OASIS
As we leave the Ante Atlas and descend into the river valleys the landscape changes. The river fed
from winter snows, cuts a wide path through the arid land and creates a discontinuous Oasis of over
220 kilometers, finally petering out in the desert sands.
The river brings life to everything: plants, animals, birds, date palms, vegetables, fruit grain and of
course the Berber tribes.

Mountain scarp and hamlet in mid
distance. The oasis behind
supplies life to all.

Away from the river dry, arid
grasslands supply enough
extensive grazing for goats and
sheep.

Rolling hills with great colour.

Here the minerals in the soil and
the low vegetation create a
colorful landscape with pastel
greens. I think it is an acacia or
thorn tree in the middle.

DIVERSION TO AIT BENHADDOU KSAR
The drive leaves the highway and diverts to the ancient Oasis village of Ait Benhaddou Ksar. Here in
more recent times the amazing settings have been used for movie making. The river now a bit salty
once provided life to the fortified town or “Kashba”. The villagers have now moved to the left bank
closer to the road. Some still live in Ait Benhaddou Ksar. The tourists are now helping a little to
supplement the farmers. Apparently there were four wealthy families who lived in the Kasbahs
inside the fortified walls each with four decorated towers. You can see two of these below.

The ancient walled city of Ait
Benhaddou Ksar.

To get to the old city from the new you must first cross the river. It’s great to get your shoes off and
cool your feet a little, even if the water is quite warm. Stepping stones are provided for those who
want to stay dry.

The young student explorer is
delighted with her helpers.

Antique doors from the Kasbah

Blue doors in the new town.

The view across the river to the
new village. Looking South East to
Zagora.

The UNESCO site needs lots of
help to fight erosion. The buildings
even today are often just made of
mud brick and straw.

Looking across the valley to the Draa Oasis.

Returning from the Oasis with fodder for the live
stock.

Red hills and green terraces.

Ante Atlas vista and terraces.

The Draa river cutting into the
desert landscape

Colorful mesa with irrigated
farmland.

Leaving the Ante Atlas behind as
we head South East towards
Zagora.

Talus cones on the scarp and the
thorn trees make great patterns
and textures.

The road continues SE to Zagora
mostly following the drying river
valley.

The evening shadows with pastel
green hills.

ARRIVAL AT THE CAMEL CARAVAN
Our arrival at the camel “caravan” is timed to be in the cool evening to avoid the blazing sun. Just
beyond Zagora the camels are quietly waiting for their amateur riders.

The beginning of the trek across
the desert!

It takes just a few minutes to
"hump up" and we are off on the
bumpiest ride of my life. The camel
driver leads the caravan.

The bumpy ride begins as we head
for the dunes. Your skipper is
bringing up the rear.

Evening shadows of the camel
riders on the desert stones.

A treat to catch the sunset just
before arriving at the camp.

I was sure happy to see the camp
site come into view. The bump and
grind would stop soon!

Your skipper on a ship of the desert. Timbuktu is “52 days east by
camel”!

SUNRISE OVER THE DESERT A PHOTOGRAPHER’S DREAM
After lamb Tajine and fruit the camel hair nomad tent provides a welcome rest. The desert is quite
except for the occasional burp from a nearby camel. The secret activities of the night are not
revealed until the early morning when I find many tracks in the sand from the frolicking nocturnal
animals and insects.

A rendezvous in the sand or just
bugs that pass in the night?

It is possible the footsteps are a
tiny desert mouse or jerboa.
Regardless; I love the patterns in
the sand.

The five am breakfast was very traditional; honey, bread, camel butter and thick murky coffee. We
were to be underway shortly after dawn. The camel driver slept until we were ready to go. The
sunrise and early light on the desert it is a great time for photos.

Two French students wait for their
driver ad camel to rise for the
morning trek.

Sunrise on the dunes and animal
tracks in the sand.

The late sunset creates a
silhouette Light fun on the dunes.

Sunrise as the camels start to stir.
They sleep on the downwind (lee
side) of the dunes.

The early sunrise highlights the
wind ripples in the sand dunes.

Two beautiful mesas. At the
foothills; the Zagora oasis.

Partly hidden in the sand: a tent
peg.

Tent peg on camel hair wall of the
nomadic tent or khaima.

Early morning shadows on the trek
back to the road.

Sunrise over the camp site

Morning shadows on the dunes.

Three happy camels munching
their breakfast.

Part of the caravan. You can just
see the sharp line between desert
and oasis behind my hand.

Two friendly camels. They were all
well fed, watered and well looked
after. G’Day mate!

THE ROAD TO OUARZAZATE
Ouarzazate is a few hours north and west along the oasis. The road follows parts of the Draa River.
At times the road is wedged between the precious land of the oasis and the mountain scarps.

Incredible difference the water
makes we are still on the camels
buy have just entered the oasis
before reaching the road to
Ouarzazate. The precious water
brings life to the valley. The desert
is just a few hundred metres
behind.

Here the road is wedged between
the Draa Valley Oasis and the
scarp land.

Here the arid landscape contrasts
with the Oasis above.

A modern "kasbah" provides a
welcome coffee stop for the camel
trek crew. The new building
exterior is made from the old
traditional material of mud and
straw.

The coffee stop with walls of mud
and straw.

An ancient crumbling Kasbah with
a few family flat-top homes and a
brand new Mosque. Behind:
terraced armland along the river
bank.

Woman with laden donkey

Young Berber children

Young boy drives a trike-load of water and mom.

A dry valley hamlet with a water
cistern on bottom right

A well preserved Kasbah Olud
Othmane near part of the Draa
River Oasis.

Kasbah Oulad Othmane

Moroccan jewelry near Zagora.

Zagora farmer and donkey

Beautiful panorama of Draa river valley

Terraced farmland with carpets drying by the
river. The strong stone wall is to protect the
soil from winter flooding.

OUARZAZATE: THE ANCIENT KASBAHS OF A THOUSAND MOVIES
Before climbing the Ante Atlas and The High Atlas we still have one more treat: a stop at Ouarzazate.
Ouarzazate is the former Garrison town of the French Foreign Legion. It was chosen for its strategic
location at the confluence of the Draa and Dades River Valleys. Nearby are The Atlas Film Studios and
the Andromeda Italian Studious which still employ many people from the village. Here for a century
hundreds of movies have been made including Scorsese’s The Kundun and Bertolucci’s The Sheltering
Sky. (DK Eye Eyewitness Morocco p.266 2012).
Some buildings of old Ouarzazate
are inhabited while others are
crumbling away.

Figure 71 There is some restoration work in progress but lots to do.

On the right some restoration is
complete.

One of the Kasbahs has been
restored for public buildings and
the museum.

The entrance to the Movie Museum

Musee du Cinema Ouarzazate.

Another reason for the location of
Ouarzazate is because it is at the
crossroads for Agadir and the
Atlantic coast, and the mountain
route up and over The High Atlas
to Marrakech.

The last tribe to be defeated by the
French Foreign Legion was the Ait
Atta in 1933. In the 17 & 19 Century
they were the most important tribe
in the south. Today they are
nomadic in the summer taking
their livestock to high mountain
pastures.

Three women with fodder for
livestock.

Wheat fields and mineral rich soils
produce contrasting and varied
colours.

Sunrise and moon set over the desert. Your skipper is a long way
from the sea!

RETURN TO MANCA AND THE ALBORAN SEA
Well I have had great fun and now back at Marina Smir sorting these photos. Hope you have enjoyed
them.
Meanwhile I have refreshed my sailing instruction skills and at the moment we have been out for 4days doing some sailing practice. One day was too calm to sail so we played with the dolphins and
they with us! Diving under Manca and leaping beside us! Just for fun! Great fun! Yesterday winds 1027 kept us on our toes. Today: clear sky gentle breeze from the south. Cabin temp 29c.
She leaps for fun and to say: "safe
sailing Manca Crew ".

Three play on the bow in the South
Alboran Sea.

Terry
S/Y Manca, Marina Smir Mediterranean Morocco
July 21, 2015
As always credit to: DK Eyewitness Travel Morocco, 2012
Coming soon! The adventure to Agadir, Sidi Ifni and Legzira.

